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Topics

• Self-Protection Strategies

• Armored viruses

• Tunneling viruses

• Retroviruses 
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Objectives

The objectives of the lesson are:

• Discuss basic self-protection strategies used by malware

• Explain and discuss so called armored viruses

• Explain topic of tunneling viruses, techniques and principles

• To discuss the most aggressive virus self-defense family - retroviruses
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Basic Self-Protection Strategies

"There is every reason to believe that, as software technology evolves 
over the next century or so, there will be plenty of important and 
interesting new problems that must be solved in this field."

Dr. Steve R. White, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center
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Tunneling Viruses

Memory-resident viruses often use a tunneling technique to get around
behavior blocker systems. Resident tunneling viruses attempt to be the
first on a call chain of interrupts, installing themselves in front of other
resident applications, to call interrupts directly at the entry point of their
original handlers. In this way, control gets to the virus first, and the
virus proceeds to execute the original handler to bypass antivirus
monitoring programs.

Obviously nonresident viruses can also use this technique to look for the
original handler and call that directly, but most tunneling viruses are
memory resident.
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Memory Scanning for Original Handler

• On a DOS PC, it is possible to scan the entire physical memory for 
interrupt handler addresses, allowing the virus to keep a short piece 
of instruction sequence in its body to search for the original entry 
point of interrupts, such as INT 21h or INT 13h. Indeed, even the 
code of the BIOS is available for read access.

• The Eddie virus (also known as Dark_Avenger.1800.A) was among 
the first that I have analyzed that use this technique to detect the 
entry point of the INT 13h handler for the MFM hard disk controller. 
Virus writers often used this technique and even created engine 
plug-ins to help less experienced virus writers create new viruses of 
this kind.
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Tracing with Debug Interfaces

• The Bulgarian Yankee_Doodle virus was among the first viruses to 
use INT 1 to trace for original interrupt handlers to implement a 
tunneling technique.

• The idea is to hook INT 1, turn the trace flag of the processor ON, 
and run a harmless interrupt call. INT 1 will be called each time an 
instruction is executed, and the virus can trace the code path until it 
arrives at the particular handler, such as INT 21h. Then the virus 
saves the address of the handler and is ready to use it or hook it at 
that location, bypassing any installed behavior blockers.
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Code Emulation Based Tunneling

• An obvious, safe alternative to the preceding method is to use a 
code emulator that mimics the processor well enough to trace the 
execution path to the desired function entry point without using the 
debug interfaces at all. This technique was first published in the 
infamous Australian magazine, VLAD, as a general-use tunneling 
engine.
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Accessing the Disk Using Port I/O

• A common technique of copy protection schemes is to obtain access 
to the hard drive and diskettes by "talking directly to the metal" 
using port I/O. Not only is this confusing to the defender (because 
such port sequences are difficult to read), but it provides the ability 
to access the disk on a low enough layer to avoid using regular 
interrupts or APIs to access the disk. Furthermore, it is possible to do 
tricks with port commands that interrupt calls and other APIs would 
not allow.

• The disadvantage of this technique is rather obvious. Just like copy 
protection, computer viruses with such methods can be incompatible 
among systems. Thus the virus is simply less infectious than viruses 
that infect on a higher level.

• Only a few known viruses have attempted to use this technique, 
such as the Slovenian virus, NoKernel.
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Using Undocumented Functions

• Other viruses simply use undocumented APIs to get access to 
original handlers. As I mentioned previously, gaining knowledge of 
undocumented interfaces and file formats is among the great 
challenges facing serious computer antivirus researchers.

• The early Dark Avenger viruses use tricks to call the "Get List of 
Lists," INT 21h, internal DOS function2. Because this was not 
documented by Microsoft, it was difficult to understand what the 
virus attempted to do with the structures. Apparently, the virus can 
query the chain of device drivers on the system with this function, 
thereby obtaining a handler that can be called directly, bypassing the 
monitoring programs.

• A large part of Microsoft operating systems is not documented, 
including the native API and important parts of the kernel APIs. This 
makes virus code analysis and virus detection much more 
complicated.
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Armored Viruses

• The term armored virus was coined by the computer crime unit of 
New Scotland Yard to describe computer viruses that make it even 
more difficult to detect and analyze their functions quickly.

• Antidisassembly

• Antidebugging

• Antiheuristics

• Antiemulation

• Antigoat
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Antidisassembly

• Computer viruses written in Assembly language are challenging to 
understand because they often use tricks that normal programs 
never or very rarely use. There are several good disassemblers on 
the market. I can strongly recommend Data Rescue's IDA for 
computer virus analysis, which allows you to redefine the location of 
code and data on the fly.

• Several disassemblers have achieved great success in the past, such 
as the almost automated disassembler called Sourcer. To prevent 
such analysis, virus writers deploy techniques to trick such solutions. 
The greatest attack on disassemblers are simple variations of code 
obfuscation techniques such as encryption, polymorphism, and 
especially metamorphism. 
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Encrypted Data

• One of the most obvious ways to avoid disassembling is to use 
encrypted data in the virus code. All constant data in the virus can 
be encrypted. When the virus is loaded into the disassembler, the 
virus code will reference encrypted snippets, which you need to 
decrypt one by one to understand what the virus does with them 
making virus analysis an even more tedious process.
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Encrypted Data

• An encrypted block of data in the W95/Fix2001 worm.

• Decryption routine that uses a simple XOR decryption. The 
decryption loop will decrypt 87h bytes, with the constant value 19h 
coming backwards, as shown
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Obfuscated Code

• Another possibility for the attacker to challenge disassembling is to 
use some sort of selfmodifying code. When the code is examined in 
the disassembler, it might not be easily read.

• Consider a simple file-writing function under DOS:

• Slightly Obfuscated Code
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Antidebugging

• Attackers can use a number of tricks as antidebugging features. The 
attacker's goal is to prevent you from using a debugger easily. 
Because hardware supports debugging, the antidebug features can 
be rather platform-specific. In this section, you will learn about a few 
common techniques on more than one platform.

• A common technique is to hook INT 1 and INT 3 interrupts. This is 
harmless during the normal execution of the virus code, but the 
debuggers will lose their context as a result. Typically the hook 
routine is set to an IRET, as it is supposed to be without a debugger 
installed. Some viruses, such as V2Px, use hooks to decrypt their 
body with INT 1 and INT 3.
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Antidebugging

• Calculating Checksum of the Code to Detect Break Points

• Checking the State of the Stack During Execution of Code

• Detecting Single-Stepping Using Stack State

• Detecting a Debugger via Driver-List or Memory Scanning

• Detecting a Debugger via Registry Keys Look-up
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Disabling the Keyboard

• When you are tracing code, you are using the keyboard. The 
attacker knows that and disables the keyboard to prevent you from 
continuing to trace, perhaps by reconfiguring the content of the I/O 
PORT 21h or PORT 61h. Such ports might be different according to 
how modern operating systems map them.

• For instance, the Whale virus on DOS uses the following sequence to 
disable the keyboard:
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• Heuristic analysis can detect unknown viruses and closely related 
variants of existing viruses using static and dynamic methods. Static 
heuristics rely on file format and common code fragment analysis. 
Dynamic heuristics use code emulation to mimic the processor and 
the operating system environment and detect suspicious operations 
as the code is "running" in the virtual machine of the scanner. Virus 
writers developed antiheuristic and antiemulation techniques to fight 
back against heuristic analyzers.

Antiheuristics
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• New PE File-Infection Techniques

• More Than One Virus Section

• Prepending Viruses that Encrypt the Host File Header

• First-Section Infection of Slack Area

• First-Section Infection by Shifting the File Sections

• First-Section Infection with Packing

• Entry-Point Obscuring Techniques

• Selecting a Random Entry Point in the Code Section

• Selecting a Random Entry Point in the Code Section

Antiheuristics
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Antiemulation Techniques

Some virus writers realized the power of emulators and looked for 
weaknesses and quickly realized that coprocessor emulation was not 
implemented. In fact, most emulators skipped coprocessor instructions 
until recently, whereas most processors that are currently used support 
coprocessor instructions by default.

• Using MMX Instruction

• Using Structured Exception Handling

• Executing Random Virus Code: Is This a Virus Today?

• Using Undocumented CPU Instructions

• Using Brute-Force Decryption of Virus Code

• Using Multithreaded Virus Functionality

• Using Interrupts in Polymorphic Decryptors
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Antigoat Viruses

• Computer virus researchers typically build goat files to better 
understand the infection strategy of a particular virus (see Chapter 
15, "Malicious Code Analysis Techniques" for more details). The 
infection of goat files helps virus analysis because it visually 
separates known file content from the virus body. The goat files 
typically contain do-nothing instructions (such as NOPs) and return 
to the operating system without any special functionality. Goat files 
are created with various file formats and internal structures for 
different kinds of viruses. For example, a set of goat files is created 
that are 4, 8, 16, or 32KB in size.

• Antigoat viruses use heuristic rules to detect possible goat files. For 
example, a virus might not infect a file if it is too small or if it 
contains a large number of do-nothing instructions, or if the filename 
contains numbers. Obviously, antigoat viruses are a little bit more 
time-consuming to analyze because the special taste of the virus 
needs to be fulfilled first.
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Aggressive Retroviruses

• A retrovirus is a computer virus that specifically tries to bypass or 
hinder the operation of an antivirus, personal firewall, or other 
security programs.

• Retroviruses have the potential to make way for other computer 
viruses that are otherwise known and easy for the antivirus software 
to handle. Therefore, virus writers routinely reverse engineer 
antivirus products to learn tricks that can be used in retro attacks.
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Aggressive Retroviruses

Aggressive retroviruses often do the following actions upon execution:

• Disable or kill the antivirus programs in memory and/or on the disk. 
Disable or bypass behavior-blocking products. Bypass or kill personal 
firewall software. Delete the integrity-checking database files.

• Modify the integrity-checking database files. (For example, the 
IDEA.6155 virus of Spanska attacks TBSCAN's ANTI-VIR.DAT file by 
patching it. The virus modifies the first character of the non-
encrypted host filename stored in ANTI-VIR.DAT. Thus the integrity 
checker component will not find out that the virus infected the host 
and simply takes a new checksum of the infected file the next time 
the integrity checker is used19.)

• Execute virus code via the antivirus program. (For example, the 
Varicella virus escapes when Frans Veldman's TBCLEAN program 
attempts to clean it generically.)
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Aggressive Retroviruses

Aggressive retroviruses often do the following actions upon execution:

• Trojanize the antivirus database files. Such viruses activate when the 
scanner searches for viruses. (For instance, the AVP antivirus was 
challenged by a few viruses, such as a Mr. Sandman creation called 
Anti-AVP, intended to be called AntiCARO. This virus inserts a new, 
hacked AVP database into AVP's set to force the Boza virus being 
detected as Bizatch. Another variation of this attack forces AVP to 
not detect any viruses and to delete other antivirus programs from 
the disk during scanning. This virus was authored by the virus writer 
nicknamed TCP.)
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Aggressive Retroviruses

Aggressive retroviruses often do the following actions upon execution:

• Detect the execution of antivirus software and perform damage.

• Take action against disinfectors by making a clean boot more 
difficult. (An example of this is the Ginger virus that causes circular 
partition problems.)

• Remove the antivirus program's integrity mark from files. (An older 
version of McAfee SCAN appended an integrity check record to the 
end of the executable files, which the Tequila virus removed before 
infection.)

• Prevent infected systems from connecting and downloading updates 
from antivirus Web sites. (W95/MTX and W32/Mydoom are examples 
of this. Other retroviruses can easily block access to security updates 
as well.)
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Aggressive Retroviruses

Aggressive retroviruses often do the following actions upon execution:

• Attack common CRC checksum algorithms. (For example, the HybrisF
virus of the virus writer, Vecna, attacks CRC checksums. This 
technique was previously developed by the virus writer, Zhengxi. 
CRC checksums are not cryptographically strong. To prove this, the 
HybrisF virus infected files in such a way that their CRC checksum 
remained unchanged after infectioneven the file size was the same. 
Many integrity-checker products did not manage to detect changes in 
the files.)

• Require extra password protection. (For example, several members 
of the W32/Beagle@mm family send themselves in password-
encrypted ZIP files. The password is randomly set and sent in the e-
mail message with the worm. Although brute-force encryption of ZIP 
files is feasible, antivirus products cannot always brute-force attack 
such files because it can take minutes to decrypt even a simple file.
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Aggressive Retroviruses

Aggressive retroviruses often do the following actions upon execution:

• A few retroviruses not only target antivirus software, but virus 
analysis tools as well. For example, viruses might interfere with tools 
such as Filemon and Regmon that are commonly used to perform 
dynamical code analysis.

• Retroviruses are particularly challenging for antivirus software. 
Modern antivirus solutions require extra protection to prevent attacks 
such as process termination to protect themselves better from 
unknown computer viruses.
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Aggressive Retroviruses

• There are some viruses that attempt to target a single executable 
(most likely an antivirus program). 

• For example, the AntiEXE virus carries a detection string in itself to 
detect and destroy any executable that contains the string. 

• Other applications are never affected. 

• AntiEXE is most likely a retro virus of an earlier kind. 

• Retro viruses all belong to the mildly destructive class. They attack 
the antivirus and other security software, such as personal firewall 
programs, by killing them in memory and deleting them from the 
disk.
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Conclusion

• Has been discussed basic self-protection strategies used by 
malware

• Topic of so called armored viruses and its principles has been 
clarified explained

• Tunneling viruses technology, its techniques and principles 
was demonstrated

• The most aggressive family of viruses – retroviruses, has bee 
introduced.
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Questions

• What are basic self-protection strategies?

• Explain technology of Memory Scanning 

• Explain technology of Tracing with Debug 

• Explain technology of Code Emulation 

• Explain technology of Accessing the Disk Using Port I/O

• Explain technology of Using Undocumented Functions

• Explain technology of Antidisassembly

• Explain technology of Encrypted Data

• Explain technology of Obfuscated Code

• Explain technology of Disabling the Keyboard

• Explain technology of Antiheuristics

• Explain technology of Antiemulation Techniques

• Explain technology of Antigoat Viruses

• Explain technology of Aggressive Retroviruses
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